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ontrary to a widespread belief, the
Confederate states that seceded from the
United State during the Civil War were
OPPOSED to the idea of “states’ rights.” Here’s
the evidence.
The confederate states issued declarations of
secession, formally stating why they were
leaving the union. One of the main reasons was

that the northern states were refusing to obey
the FEDERAL Constitution and were instead
exercising states’ rights to disobey it.
Specifically, the northern states were refusing to
obey Article IV, Section 2, Clause 3, which reads
“No Person held to Service or Labour in one
State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into
another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or
Regulation therein, be discharged from such
Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on
Claim of the Party to whom such Service or
Labour may be due.”
The northern states were thus required under the
Constitution to return escaped slaves to their
owners in the southern states, but the
governments of the northern states—under
intense anti-slavery pressure from their
citizens—were refusing to enact or enforce laws
that aimed to actually capture and return the
runaway slaves. This exercise of states’ rights in

defiance of the Federal Constitution is one of the
main reasons the southern state seceded.
Here are relevant paragraphs from some of
these declarations of secession (click the state’s
name to see the full document, which in every
case demonstrates that the protection of slavery
was the chief aim of the Confederacy in the Civil
War):
Mississippi
“The faithless conduct of our adversaries is
not confined to such acts as might aggrandize
themselves or their section of the Union. They
are content if they can only injure us. The
Constitution declares that persons charged
with crimes in one State and fleeing to
another shall be delivered up on the demand
of the executive authority of the State from
which they may flee, to be tried in the
jurisdiction where the crime was committed.

It would appear difficult to employ language
freer from ambiguity, yet for above twenty
years the non-slave-holding States generally
have wholly refused to deliver up to us
persons charged with crimes affecting slave
property. Our confederates, with punic faith,
shield and give sanctuary to all criminals
who seek to deprive us of this property or who
use it to destroy us. This clause of the
Constitution has no other sanction than their
good faith; that is withheld from us; we are
remediless in the Union; out of it we are
remitted to the laws of nations.
“A similar provision of the Constitution
requires them to surrender fugitives from
labor. This provision and the one last
referred to were our main inducements for
confederating with the Northern States.
Without them it is historically true that we
would have rejected the Constitution. In the
fourth year of the Republic Congress passed
a law to give full vigor and efficiency to this

important provision. This act depended to a
considerable degree upon the local
magistrates in the several States for its
efficiency. The non-slave-holding States
generally repealed all laws intended to aid
the execution of that act, and imposed
penalties upon those citizens whose loyalty to
the Constitution and their oaths might induce
them to discharge their duty. Congress then
passed the act of 1850, providing for the
complete execution of this duty by Federal
officers. This law, which their own bad faith
rendered absolutely indispensible for the
protection of constitutional rights, was
instantly met with ferocious revilings and all
conceivable modes of hostility. The Supreme
Court unanimously, and their own local
courts with equal unanimity (with the single
and temporary exception of the supreme
court of Wisconsin), sustained its
constitutionality in all of its provisions. Yet it
stands to-day a dead letter for all practicable
purposes in every non-slave-holding State in

the Union. We have their convenants, we
have their oaths to keep and observe it, but
the unfortunate claimant, even accompanied
by a Federal officer with the mandate of the
highest judicial authority in his hands, is
everywhere met with fraud, with force, and
with legislative enactments to elude, to resist,
and defeat him. Claimants are murdered with
impunity; officers of the law are beaten by
frantic mobs instigated by inflammatory
appeals from persons holding the highest
public employment in these States, and
supported by legislation in conflict with the
clearest provisions of the Constitution, and
even the ordinary principles of humanity. In
several of our confederate States a citizen
cannot travel the highway with his servant
who may voluntarily accompany him, without
being declared by law a felon and being
subjected to infamous punishments. It is
difficult to perceive how we could suffer more
by the hostility than by the fraternity of such
brethren.”

Georgia
The faithless conduct of our adversaries is
not confined to such acts as might aggrandize
themselves or their section of the Union. They
are content if they can only injure us. The
Constitution declares that persons charged
with crimes in one State and fleeing to
another shall be delivered up on the demand
of the executive authority of the State from
which they may flee, to be tried in the
jurisdiction where the crime was committed.
It would appear difficult to employ language
freer from ambiguity, yet for above twenty
years the non-slave-holding States generally
have wholly refused to deliver up to us
persons charged with crimes affecting slave
property. Our confederates, with punic faith,
shield and give sanctuary to all criminals
who seek to deprive us of this property or who
use it to destroy us. This clause of the
Constitution has no other sanction than their

good faith; that is withheld from us; we are
remediless in the Union; out of it we are
remitted to the laws of nations.
A similar provision of the Constitution
requires them to surrender fugitives from
labor. This provision and the one last
referred to were our main inducements for
confederating with the Northern States.
Without them it is historically true that we
would have rejected the Constitution. In the
fourth year of the Republic Congress passed
a law to give full vigor and efficiency to this
important provision. This act depended to a
considerable degree upon the local
magistrates in the several States for its
efficiency. The non-slave-holding States
generally repealed all laws intended to aid
the execution of that act, and imposed
penalties upon those citizens whose loyalty to
the Constitution and their oaths might induce
them to discharge their duty. Congress then
passed the act of 1850, providing for the

complete execution of this duty by Federal
officers. This law, which their own bad faith
rendered absolutely indispensible for the
protection of constitutional rights, was
instantly met with ferocious revilings and all
conceivable modes of hostility. The Supreme
Court unanimously, and their own local
courts with equal unanimity (with the single
and temporary exception of the supreme
court of Wisconsin), sustained its
constitutionality in all of its provisions. Yet it
stands to-day a dead letter for all practicable
purposes in every non-slave-holding State in
the Union. We have their convenants, we
have their oaths to keep and observe it, but
the unfortunate claimant, even accompanied
by a Federal officer with the mandate of the
highest judicial authority in his hands, is
everywhere met with fraud, with force, and
with legislative enactments to elude, to resist,
and defeat him. Claimants are murdered with
impunity; officers of the law are beaten by
frantic mobs instigated by inflammatory

appeals from persons holding the highest
public employment in these States, and
supported by legislation in conflict with the
clearest provisions of the Constitution, and
even the ordinary principles of humanity. In
several of our confederate States a citizen
cannot travel the highway with his servant
who may voluntarily accompany him, without
being declared by law a felon and being
subjected to infamous punishments. It is
difficult to perceive how we could suffer more
by the hostility than by the fraternity of such
brethren.

South Carolina
The Constitution of the United States, in its
fourth Article, provides as follows: "No
person held to service or labor in one State,
under the laws thereof, escaping into
another, shall, in consequence of any law or
regulation therein, be discharged from such

service or labor, but shall be delivered up, on
claim of the party to whom such service or
labor may be due."
This stipulation was so material to the
compact, that without it that compact would
not have been made. The greater number of
the contracting parties held slaves, and they
had previously evinced their estimate of the
value of such a stipulation by making it a
condition in the Ordinance for the
government of the territory ceded by
Virginia, which now composes the States
north of the Ohio River.
The same article of the Constitution
stipulates also for rendition by the several
States of fugitives from justice from the other
States.
The General Government, as the common
agent, passed laws to carry into effect these
stipulations of the States. For many years
these laws were executed. But an increasing

hostility on the part of the non-slaveholding
States to the institution of slavery, has led to
a disregard of their obligations, and the laws
of the General Government have ceased to
effect the objects of the Constitution. The
States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa, have enacted
laws which either nullify the Acts of Congress
or render useless any attempt to execute
them. In many of these States the fugitive is
discharged from service or labor claimed,
and in none of them has the State Government
complied with the stipulation made in the
Constitution. The State of New Jersey, at an
early day, passed a law in conformity with
her constitutional obligation; but the current
of anti-slavery feeling has led her more
recently to enact laws which render
inoperative the remedies provided by her
own law and by the laws of Congress. In the
State of New York even the right of transit for

a slave has been denied by her tribunals; and
the States of Ohio and Iowa have refused to
surrender to justice fugitives charged with
murder, and with inciting servile insurrection
in the State of Virginia. Thus the constituted
compact has been deliberately broken and
disregarded by the non-slaveholding States,
and the consequence follows that South
Carolina is released from her obligation.
Texas
The States of Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan and Iowa, by
solemn legislative enactments, have
deliberately, directly or indirectly violated
the 3rd clause of the 2nd section of the 4th
article [the fugitive slave clause] of the
federal constitution, and laws passed in
pursuance thereof; thereby annulling a

material provision of the compact, designed
by its framers to perpetuate the amity
between the members of the confederacy and
to secure the rights of the slave-holding
States in their domestic institutions-- a
provision founded in justice and wisdom, and
without the enforcement of which the
compact fails to accomplish the object of its
creation. Some of those States have imposed
high fines and degrading penalties upon any
of their citizens or officers who may carry out
in good faith that provision of the compact,
or the federal laws enacted in accordance
therewith.
In all the non-slave-holding States, in
violation of that good faith and comity which
should exist between entirely distinct nations,
the people have formed themselves into a
great sectional party, now strong enough in
numbers to control the affairs of each of those
States, based upon an unnatural feeling of
hostility to these Southern States and their

beneficent and patriarchal system of African
slavery, proclaiming the debasing doctrine of
equality of all men, irrespective of race or
color-- a doctrine at war with nature, in
opposition to the experience of mankind, and
in violation of the plainest revelations of
Divine Law. They demand the abolition of
negro slavery throughout the confederacy,
the recognition of political equality between
the white and negro races, and avow their
determination to press on their crusade
against us, so long as a negro slave remains
in these States.
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